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CTI garments, operating from Istanbul since  
2009, has dedicated itself to create a reliable  
and high-quality business system in the textile  
industry giving its’ customers the best service  
which ranges from fabric sourcing, research and  
design, modelling, production, washing, finishing  
to packaging and distribution. Our manufacturing  
options are based on woven fabric groups; both  
denim andnon-denim.

With the support of our partners R Group and  
CBR, we have the best options for the fabric  
supply in order to obtain a fast and solid service,  
accessibility to a large variety of selections that  
enable us to give shorter lead times that is  
essential in European fast fashionmarkets.

ABOUTUS

As CTI our main goal is always to be ahead of our  
competitors, to understand our customers’ needs  
and provide them with the best solutions thanks to  
our very talented and skilled team. While we do this,  
we also supply a competetive pricing and a vast  
production margins without any minimum quantity  
problems.

We embrace the idea of always improving our  
bussiness and meeting the expactations that come  
with the ever-changing global trends and standarts.  
We have recieved many of the must-have  
certificates which include BSCI, SEDEX, COP,ICS,  
OEKO TEX. Furthermore our participation in HIGG  
INDEX, BCI and all the completed organic  
certification processes grant us GOTS certified  
inhouse production





GENERAL INFORMATION

AREA

2.100 sqm office area  
2.800 sqm productionarea

MANUFACTURING OPERATIONS

TYPE OF PRODUCT

Denim, Light-weight denim and non-denim products.  
(All trpe of garment dyeing & high fashion washes)  
Unwashed & cotton poly viscone EA mixtured  
products.
§ Pants
§ Shorts
§ Skirts
§ Shirts
§ Jackets

PRODUCTLEADTIME

4-6 Weeks (With stock fabrics)  
6-9 Weeks (Without stock fabrics)

PRODUCTION CAPACITY

120.000pcs/month

EMPLOYEES HEADCOUNT

170

CODE OFCONDUCT

BSCI  
SEDEX

ICS  
GOTS

COP

ESTABLISHED

2009

Cutting: 35.000 pcs/week Inhouse (automated cutter)  
Sewing: 10.000 pcs/week Inhouse & 20.000 pcs/week  
Outsource
Washing& Garment Dyeing: 10.000 pcs/week Inhouse (all
sustainable wash process) & 20.000 pcs/week Outsource
Finishing&Packing: 30.000 pcs/week Inhouse



§ Fabric Sourcing

§ Research & Design

§ Sampling

§ Production

§ Laundry

§ Finishing

§ Packaging &Distrubition

OURSERVICES



Today, sustainability is a central challenge of the  
fashion industry and as CTI garments, we  
establish a sensitive approach to specific issues  
and share a strong sentiment for securing a  
sustainable and better future for the planet and  
humankind. We dedicate ourself to make  
positive decisions and impacts on this regard.To  
do so, we have adopted reliable codes of ethics  
and practices to address all sort of problems, for  
each and every step of the supply chain; from  
our suppliers, subcontractors, partners to our  
customers.

Our goal is to secure a safer and healthier  
environment by fulfilling global criterias. Our  
Corporate Sustainability strategies, policies and  
activities are conducted hand in hand with our  
Human Resources Management Committeeand  
Environment Work Group under the guidance of  
Social Compliance & SustainabilityCommittee.

SUSTAINABILITY

We illustrate corporate social responsibility  
therefore we use self-inspection tools such as  
HIGG Index and the independent third party  
inspector organizations such as Fair Wear  
Foundation. We are also regularly subjected to  
international accreditation tests and inspections  
such as SGS, INTERTEK, Bureau Veritas. For us  
transparency and trust are two of the key values so  
our test results are archived and shared with our  
customers.

Our company values and work policies also focus  
on employment and workers’ rights, including  
equality, labor safety standards and unfair business  
practices.

We care; we aim to express values ofethical  
integrity and be the best versionofourself.



We embrace the idea of improving our business and  
meeting the expectations that come with ever-
changing global trends and standards. CTI garments  
has received essential certificates as it complies with  
the criteria in inhouseproduction.

CERTIFICATIONS

The certificates whichare close to their expiration  
date are already in the renewalprocess.



OURCUSTOMERS
We work with different customers on a globallevel.

§ Germany
Rosner, Tony, Mustang, Olsen, Homeboy, QVC,

LFDY, Rich & Royal, Lieblingsstück, Stehmann

§ Netherlands
TASK – NINE&CO (Esprit, Noppies,Supermom

maternity groups), Fabienne Chapot, Sandwich, SissyBoy

§ Italy

Benetton, Sisley, Kaos, Liu Jo, PatriziaPepe

§ France

Chevignon, La Radoutte, Hero Seven, France

§ USA

Fubu

§ Canada

Joseph Ribkoff

§ Belgium

CKS, Liv The Label
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